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Abstract 
 

This paper proposes a novel anti-collision protocol for large-scale RFID tags identification, 
named Bi-response Collision Tree Protocol (BCT). In BCT, two group of tags answer the 
reader’s same query in two response-cycles respectively and independently according to the 
bi-response pattern. BCT improves the RFID tag identification performance significantly by 
decreasing the query cycles and the bits transmitted by the reader and tags during the 
identification. Computation and simulation results indicate that BCT improves the RFID tag 
identification performance effectively, e.g. the tag identification speed is improved more than 
13.0%, 16.9%, and 22.9% compared to that of Collision Tree Protocol (CT), M-ary Collision 
Tree Protocol (MCT), and Dual Prefix Probe Scheme (DPPS) respectively when tags IDs are 
distributed uniformly. 
 
 
Keywords: RFID tag identification, anti-collision protocol, bi-response pattern, degenerate 
collision tree, stablity 
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1. Introduction 

Radio frequency identification system (RFID) is one of the most important technologies 
used for identifying data stored in a tag’s microchip using RF waves by wireless channel 
automatically [1]. Due to their limitless possibilities and low cost, RFID systems are powerful 
objects identification tools well-suited in daily applications, and become the primary 
components of the infrastructure of Internet of Things (IOT) and Industrial Internet of Things 
(IIOT) which enables every object in daily life and industrial production to be located, traced 
and managed [2][3]. As one of the ten emerging technologies that will change the world, RFID 
systems are increasingly and ubiquitously digitizing the physical environment by attaching 
tiny tags to objects and people. Therefore, effective and reliable identification of multiple tags 
or objects is very important in RFID systems and IOT applications. 

However, when the reader and tags communicate or transmit data on the same channel 
simultaneously, collision happens, which delays tag identification and data collection, 
increases communication overhead, wastes bandwidth, and even causes loss of their 
usefulness. Therefore, an effective anti-collision protocol is very crucially in RFID system. 
The collisions in RFID system have been divided into tag collision and reader collision [4][5]. 
This paper focuses on the tag collision and the anti-collision protocol for solving it. 

In RFID, the anti-collision protocol solving tag collision, also called tag identification 
protocol, can be classified into two categories: ALOHA-based protocol, and tree-based 
protocol [5][6][7]. The ALOHA-based protocols are represented by some classical protocols, 
such as Pure ALOHA Protocol (PA) [5], Slotted ALOHA Protocol (SA) [5], Frame Slotted 
ALOHA Protocol (FSA) [6], and Dynamic Frame Slotted ALOHA Protocol (DFSA) [6]. The 
tree-based protocols also represented by some classical protocols, such as Query Tree Protocol 
(QT) [7], Binary Tree Protocol (BT) [6], Binary Search Algorithm (BS) [5], and Dynamic 
Binary Search Algorithm (DBS) [5]. Most of the classical protocols have been used in many 
international standards as shown in Table 1 [8-12]. But the best identification efficiency of 
them generally is only about 34% - 36.8%. 
 

Table 1. Anti-collision protocols and related standards [8] 
Anti-collision Protocol Standard Adopting the Protocol  

Query tree protocol (QT) ISO/IEC 18000-3 Mode 1 
Binary tree protocol (BT) ISO/IEC 18000-6 Type B,  

EPCglobal Class 0 
EPCglobal Class 1 

Dynamic binary search algorithm (DBS)  ISO 14443-3 Type-A 
Q Protocol [11][12] ISO/IEC 18000-6 Type C 

EPCglobal Class 1 Generation 2 
Pure ALOHA protocol (PA) ISO/IEC 18000-3 Mode 1 Extension 
Slotted ALOHA (SA) ISO/IEC 18000-3 Mode 2 
Framed slotted ALOHA (FSA) ISO/IEC 18000-3 Mode 1 Extension 

ISO/IEC 18000-6 Type A 
EPCglobal Class 1 
EPCglobal Class 1 Generation 2 

Dynamic framed slotted ALOHA (DFSA) ISO/IEC 18000-3 Mode 1 
ISO 14443-3 Type-B 
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Fortunately, the classical protocols provide a good research foundation for new 
technologies and methods for RFID tags identification. Many improved or hybrid protocols 
based on these classical ALOHA-based or tree-based protocols are proposed [12-24]. Most of 
the proposed protocols improves the RFID tags identification performance in some sense, 
such as increasing the identification efficiency, decreasing the energy consumption. However, 
the cost for that is generally increasing the complexity of protocol itself, which limited the 
practicable of the protocols, especially in a passive RFID tag system. 

Reference [25] presents an efficient anti-collision protocol for RFID tags identification, 
named Collision Tree Protocol (CT), which improves the RFID tag identification efficiency up 
to 50% with a simple and straightforward method. Importantly, as discussed in [26], CT is a 
stable anti-collision protocol, i.e., the identification performance of CT only relies on the 
number of tags to be identified and the average performance is a constant. Therefore, the 
identification speed, system throughput, and energy consumption of the RFID system 
adopting CT could be calculated in advance.  

In [27], a novel anti-collision protocol is proposed, named Dual Prefix Probe Scheme 
(DPPS), which decrease the reader's queries by sending three parameters to the tags, and the 
tags assemble two new prefixes and choose one sub-cycle to respond the reader's query 
according to the new prefixes. But DPPS increases  idle cycle or empty cycle (in which no tag 
answers the reader's query) during tags identification, which affect the identification 
performance of it.  

In [28], another novel and state-of-the-art RFID tags identification protocol is introduced, 
called M-ray Collision Tree Protocol (MCT), which improve the identification performance of 
it and reduce the energy cost efficiently. MCT constructs a M-ary tree structure via two or 
three collided bits in the tags' response. The tags generates new prefixes and chooses one 
branch of the tree according to the prefixes to reply the reader's query. Similarly, MCT 
increase the empty cycle or idle slot also, which restrict the identification performance of it 
especially when tags IDs are distributed uniformly.  

This paper puts forward a simple and fast anti-collision protocol for RFID tag identification, 
named Bi-response Collision Tree Protocol (BCT). In BCT, the response-cycle of tags is 
divided into two sub-cycles, in which two group of tags answer the same query of the reader 
respectively and independently according to the bi-response pattern. Both theoretical and 
simulation results indicate that BCT improves the RFID tags identification performance 
significantly and is the fastest RFID tags identification protocol, which will be discussed in 
detail in section 4 and section 5. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 exhibits the related previous 
protocols including Collision Tree Protocol (CT), Dual Prefix Probe Scheme (DPPS), and 
M-ray Collision Tree Protocol (MCT). Section 3 introduces the Bi-response Collision Tree 
Protocols (BCT), and compares it to CT, DPPS and MCT by an identification example. 
Section 4 analyzes the main identification performance of BCT such as time complexity, 
identification efficiency, communication complexity, and identification speed. Section 5 is the 
simulation results of BCT when tags IDs distribute uniformly and continuously. Finally, the 
conclusions of this paper are presented in Section 6. 

2. Related Work 

Besides the anti-collision protocols solving tag collision in RFID system as introduced above, 
there are many other protocols to detect or search missing tags, such as tag IDs collection 
protocols [29][30], missing tag detection protocols [31-36], tag researching protocols [37][38]. 
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Many missing tag detection or searching protocols only identify the IDs of the missing tags 
instead of all tag IDs, and terminate the search process when the search result meets the 
accuracy requirement [31][38]. Therefore, anti-collision protocol is the foundation of missing 
tag detection protocols.  
   Because CT is used as the contrast protocol to analyze and compare the performance of BCT, 
this section introduce CT in brief, and the characteristic and performance of CT have been 
analyzed in detail in [25][26]. 
   The most important characteristic of Collision Tree Protocol (CT) is that it uses the first 
collided bit to split the collided tags into two sub-groups. In CT, both generating new prefixes 
and splitting tags are according to the first collided bit. For example, to a query jppp 21  and 

a response cc rrrr 121 − , where }1,0{, ∈ii rp  and cr  is the first collided bit, the reader 
generates two new prefixes: 012121 −cj rrrppp 

 and 112121 −cj rrrppp 

. At the same time, 
the tags which match jppp 21  are split into two sub-groups. The tags in one of them match 

012121 −cj rrrppp 

; the tags in the other one match 112121 −cj rrrppp 

. Initially, the reader 
queries the tags with an empty string ε as the initial prefix, and all tags response the query with 
their IDs. If there is no collision in the response, the reader identifies a tag. If collision 
occurred, the reader generates two new prefixes and queries with new prefix repeatedly, until 
all tags are identified. 

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the identification process of CT used to identify six RFID tags with 
0010010, 0110001, 0110110, 1001110, 1010101, and 1100110 as their IDs. Fig. 1(b) is the 
collision tree corresponding to the identification process of this example. Table 2 is the work 
process of CT in this example in detail. In this example, CT identifies the six tags through 11 
query-response cycles without any idle cycle. And 26 and 130 binary bits are transmitted by 
the reader and tags respectively during the identification. 
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Fig. 1. Example of CT identifying tags 0010010, 0110001, 0110110, 1001110, 1010101, and 1100110: 

(a) identification process, (b) collision tree. 
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Table 2. The work process of CT to identify tags: 
0010010, 0110001, 0110110, 1001110, 1010101, and 1100110. 

Cycle   Prefix   ReceivedID    Channel State      New Prefix      Prefix in Stack
     1        ɛ            xxxxxxx           collided                        0,1                        0,1
     2        0              x10xxx           collided                    00,01                 00,01,1
     3        00              10010      tagID:0010010                  ---                       01,1
     4        01              10xxx           collided        01100,01101    01100, 01101, 1
     5        01111              01      tagID:0110001                  ---                01101, 1
     6        01100              10      tagID:0110110                  ---                            1
     7        1              xxx1xx            collided                   10,11                     10,11                                             
     8        10              xx1xx            collided               100,101            100,101,11
     9        100              1110      tagID:1001110                  ---                    101,11
    10       101              0101      tagID:1010101                  ---                           11
    11       11              00110      tagID:1100110                  ---                     NULL

 
Here, ε represents empty string, --- means no new prefix is generated, NULL denotes the stack is empty. 

3. Bi-response Collision Tree Protocol 

This section introduces the Bi-response Collision Tree Protocol (BCT) in detail. Before that, 
several principles and definitions  used in BCT are introduced. 

3.1 Principles and Definitions 
 Manchester code: which has been used in DBS [4] and ISO/IEC 14443 type A [28], is 

adopted in this paper also to encode the tags' response message. Manchester code, which is 
introduced in detail in [4][25][28], provides a method to trace a collision to an individual bit 
and find where the collided bit is because it enables bit level synchronization among tag 
responses [28]. Therefore, the reader can distinguish the correct and collided bits in the tags' 
response and generate new prefixes according to the collided bit. 
 Duality and definiteness principle: According to the coding rule of EPC (electronic 

product code), every tag ID has a unique value in the world. At the same time, each bit in tag 
ID has two statues or values definitely, say 0 and 1. And each bit of tags IDs can divide the tags 
into exactly two sub-groups: in one of them, the value of the bit is 0; in the other one, the value 
of the bit is 1. This relation and regulation is called duality and definiteness principle. 
 Characteristic bit: which is used by the tags to decide and choose one sub-cycle to 

transmit their IDs according to the bi-response pattern if their IDs match with the prefix in the 
query command. For example, assuming kppp 21 is the prefix send by the reader with the 

Query command, and mkk bbbbb  121 + is a tag ID, if kk pppbbb  2121 = , then 1+kb  is the 
characteristic bit. Therefore, the location of the characteristic bit changes dynamically during 
the tags identification.  
 Cycle and Sub-cycles: In RFID tag identification, an identification cycle is the time 

interval during which the reader and the tags could complete a whole communication, e.g. the 
reader sends query command and receives the response from the tags (correspondingly, the 
tags receive the reader’s command and respond the query). Generally, the cycles are divided 
into two sub-cycles. One is query-cycle (Q-cycle) during which the reader transmits query 
command with a parameter to inquire the tags, and the tags in the reader’s field receive the 
command. The other one is response-cycle (R-cycle) during which the tags answer the 
reader’s query, and the reader receives the tags’ responses. 
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    In this paper, the identification cycle is divided into three sub-cycles: Q-cycle, R0-cycle, 
and R1-cycle. In Q-cycle, the reader sends query command with a prefix to inquire the tags, 
and the unidentified tags get the prefix and compare it with their IDs. In R0-cycle, which is just 
after the Q-cycle, the tag whose ID matches the prefix and the characteristic bit equals 0 
answer the reader’s query. In R1-cycle, which is just after the R0-cycle, the tag whose ID 
matches the prefix and the characteristic bit equals 1 answer the reader’s query. 
 Bi-response pattern: As discussed above, according to the value of the characteristic 

bit, the tags can choose different response sub-cycles, R0-cycle or R1-cycle, to answer the 
reader’s query. In other words, two group of tags answer the reader’s same query concurrently 
in the same identification cycle (but in different  response sub-cycles: R0-cycle or R1-cycle). 
This querying and responding process in RFID tags identification is named bi-response 
pattern. 

3.2 Bi-response Collision Tree Protocol 
The working process of Bi-response Collision Tree Protocol (BCT) is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Initially, tagID=NULL, and ε is pushed into the stack. The reader pops a prefix from the stack 
(prefix pool) and sends a query command with the prefix, i.e., ]1-,,0[ kp 

, as parameter, as 
shown from lines 01 to 06 in Fig. 2(a). The unidentified tags in the reader’s field compare their 
IDs with the received prefix and answer the query according to the bi-response pattern and the 
value of their characteristic bit as shown in Fig. 2(b). If the compared result is true, i.e., 

]1-,,0[]1-,,0[ kIDkp  = , and the characteristic bit, say ID[k], is "0,” the tags immediately 
transmit their IDs except for the part same with the prefix, i.e., ]1,,[ −nkID 

, to respond the 
reader’s query in R0-cycle, as shown from lines 08 to 11 in Fig. 2(b). Similarly if the 
compared result is true and the characteristic bit is "1,” the tags wait a response-cycle 
(R0-cycle) and respond the reader’s query in R1-cycle with their remainder IDs, i.e., 

]1,,[ −nkID 
, as shown from lines 12 to 15. Initially, an empty string ε is used as the first 

prefix, and all tags transmit their whole IDs in the R0-cycle or R1-cycle according to the value 
of their first bit in their ID respectively. 
    If collision happens in the received bit string, notated as receivedID in Fig. 2(a), the reader 
generate one new prefixes and pushes it into the stack. For example, assuming 1-10 kppp 

 is 
the prefix sent by the reader and  11 −+−+ njkjkk pppp 

 is the bit string received by the 

reader, here }1,0{∈ip , ni <≤0 , n  is the length of tag ID, 11 −++ jkkk ppp   is the correct 

bits and jkp +  is the first collided bit, the reader generates only one new prefix 

1110 −+− jkkk ppppp 
, and pushes it into the stack, as shown from lines 09 to 16 in Fig. 

2(a). If there is no collision in the received bit string, the reader identifies one tag, whose ID is 
the concatenation of the prefix and the received bit string, i.e., prefix+receivedID and 

1110 −− nkk ppppp 
, as shown from lines 17 to 20. After a tag is identified, the reader send 

command ACK(tagID) to inform the tag and not to answer the reader's following query. The 
reader repeats this process until all tags are identified. 
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Tag-BCT
01  while (unidentified)
02     waiting Query(prefix)
03    // get prefix from reader
04     get prefix=P[0,…,k-1]
05     k=length(prefix)
06     if (ID[0,…,k-1]==prefix)
07        // ID matched prefix
08        if (ID[k]==0) 
09           // characteristic bit=0
10           // respond in R0-cycle
11           transmits ID[k,…,n-1]
12         else 
13            // characteristic bit=1
14            // respond in R1-cycle
15           transmits ID[k,…,n-1]
16         end if
17     else
18        // ID not matched prefix
19         do nothing
20     end if
21  end while

Reader-BCT
01   // initialize stack and parameter
02  PUSH(ε), tagID=NULL
03  while (Stack<>NULL)
04     // get prefix and identify tag
05     prefix=P[0,…,k-1]=POP()
06     send Query(prefix)
07     waiting the response of tags
08     // get tags' response
09     get receivedID=P[k,…,n-1]
10     if (collided in receivedID) 
11         j=index of the first collided bit
12         // generate one new prefix
13         new prefix=prefix+receivedID
14                    =P[0,…,k-1,k,…,k+j-1]
15         //push the prefix into stack
16         PUSH(new prefix)
17     else    // readable cycle
18         identified a tag with tagID
19         tagID=prefix+receivedID
20                  =P[0,…,k-1,k,…,n-1]
21         // inform tag identified
22         ACK(tagID)
23     end if
24  end while

(b)(a)  
Fig. 2. Working process of BCT: (a) for reader, (b) for tags. 

 
Fig. 3(a) gives an example of the identifying process of BCT when identifying the same six 

tags 0010010, 0110001, 0110110, 1001110, 1010101, and 1100110. In each node, the two 
group of tags answer the reader’s same query in two sub-cycles: R0-cycle and R1-cycle, 
respectively by transmitting their remainder IDs if their IDs match the received prefix. If there 
has no collision in a sub-cycle, the tag can be identified by the reader, such as the tags in the 
sub-cycles with bold font in Fig. 3(a). If collision occurred in a sub-cycle, which means that at 
least two tags answered the reader's query, the reader generates a new prefix and pushes it into 
the stack, such as the sub-cycles: R1 and R0 in node 2 and 4, respectively. Fig. 3(b) is the 
degenerate collision tree, which will be discussed later in this section, depicting the identifying 
processing of BCT. 
    The identification process and communication between the reader and tags in this example 
are listed in Table 3. In each cycle of BCT, the reader sends the query command with a prefix, 
and two group of tags answer the same query in different sub-cycles respectively. In each 
collided sub-cycle, the reader only generates one new prefix and pushes it in the stack. At the 
same time, in BCT, the reader need not to deal with the collided bit directly and assign the 
value to the collided bit to generate two new prefixes like that in the other anti-collision 
protocols. 
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Fig. 3. Example of BCT identifying tags 0010010, 0110001, 0110110, 1001110, 1010101, and 1100110: 
(a) identification process, (b) degenerate collision tree. Here, R0 and R1 denote R0-cycle and R1-cycle 
respectively. 

Table 3. The identification process of BCT used to identify tags: 

0010010, 0110001, 0110110, 1001110, 1010101, and 1100110. 
Cycle   Prefix   ReceivedID    Channel State     New Prefix   Prefix Stack

    1        ɛ             0x10xxx          collided                       0                     0
                             1xxx1xx          collided                       1                  0,1
    2        0               010010      tagID:0010010             ---                      1
                               110xxx          collided                 0110            0110,1
    3        0110               001      tagID:0110001             ---                      1
                                     110      tagID:0110110             ---                      1
    4        1               0xx1xx          collided                     10                   10
                               100110      tagID:1100110             ---                    10
    5        10               01110      tagID:1001110             ---              NULL
                                 10101      tagID:1010101             ---              NULL

 
Here, ε represents empty string, --- means no new prefix is generated, NULL denotes the stack is empty. 

3.3 Degenerate Collision Tree 
Comparing Fig. 1, Fig. 3, Table 2, and Table 3, it can be found that each query-cycle in BCT 
is corresponding to three query-cycles in CT. For instance, as listed in Table 3 and Table 2, 
cycle 1 in BCT is corresponding to cycles 1, 2, 7 in CT, cycle 2 in BCT is corresponding to 
cycles 2, 3, 4 in CT, cycle 3 to cycles 4, 5, 6, cycle 4 to cycles 7, 8, 11, and cycle 5 to cycles 8, 
9, 10, respectively.  

Accordingly, each node in the degenerate collision tree of BCT is also corresponding to 
three nodes in the collision tree of CT, such as node 1 in the degenerate collision tree is 
corresponding to nodes 1, 2, 7 in the collision tree, node 2  is corresponding to nodes 2, 3, 4, 
and so on, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3.  

This is because that the responses in both children nodes in CT are converged to their parent 
node when BCT is adopted. Therefore, the degenerate collision tree is consisted with the 
internal nodes (parent nodes) of the corresponding collision tree, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 
3(b). And this is why it is named degenerate collision tree.  

Moreover, degenerate collision tree is no longer a full binary tree (collision tree is always a 
full binary tree). But the characteristics of degenerate collision tree can be deduced according 
to the relationships between it and the collision tree. This paper only discusses the number of 
nodes in a degenerate collision tree, which will be used to analyze the performance of BCT in 
the next section. 
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Assuming n , in , and cn  are the number of leaf nodes, internal nodes, and total nodes in a 
collision tree, according to the definition and characteristics of collision tree defined and 
deduced in [25][26], the total number of nodes in collision tree is 

12 −= nnc                                                                  (1) 
and  

1−= nni .                                                                 (2) 
Here, n  is the number of tags identified by CT. 

Because degenerate collision tree is consisted with the internal nodes of the corresponding 
collision tree as analyzed above, the number of nodes in a degenerate collision tree is equal to 
that of the internal nodes in the corresponding collision tree. Therefore, the total number of 
nodes in the degenerate collision tree, say dn , is  

1−== nnn id .                                                         (3) 
Here, n  is the number of tags identified by BCT. 

4. Performance Analysis of BCT 
This section analyzes the performance of BCT including time complexity, identification 
efficiency, communication complexity, and identification speed based on the characteristic of 
the degenerate collision tree. 

4.1 Time Complexity of BCT 
The time complexity of anti-collision protocol is the number of cycles required by the reader 
for all tags identification. Tag identifying process is coincident with a tree search starting at the 
root of the tree to finding readable nodes in the leaf nodes of the tree. Hence, the time 
complexity of BCT is equal to the number of nodes in the degenerate collision tree.  

Therefore, from equation (3), the time complexity of BCT is  
1)( −== nnnT d .                                                         (4) 

And the average time complexity (the average required cycles for one-tag identification) of 
BCT is 

nnnTnTavg /11/)()( −== .                                             (5) 

Here, 1>n . If 1=n , 1)( =nT  and 1)( =nTavg . 
Furthermore,  

1)(lim =∞→ nTavgn .                                                      (6) 

4.2 Identification Efficiency of BCT 
The identification efficiency of anti-collision protocol is the ratio between the number of 
identified tags and the number of query cycles used to identify them. Let )(nE be the 
identification efficiency of BCT, then 

)1/()(/)( −== nnnTnnE .                                                 (7) 
Moreover, 

%100)(lim =∞→ nEn                                                         (8) 
and  

    %100)( >nE ,                                                            (9) 
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for n  is a integer and 1>n .  

4.3 Communication Complexity of BCT 
The communication complexity is the number of bits transmitted by the reader and the tags 
during RFID tag identification, which represents the energy cost during the communication 
process. The communication complexity could be classified into two parts: one is the reader 
communication complexity which is the bits transmitted by the reader; the other one is the tag 
communication complexity which is the bits transmitted by the tags. 

Assuming )(nC , )(nCR , )(nCT
are the communication complexity, the reader 

communication complexity, and the tag communication complexity of BCT respectively. 
They satisfy 

∑∑
==

++=

+=
)(

1
.

)(

1
. *2)(

)()()(
nT

i
irep

nT

i
iprecom

TR

lll

nCnCnC
.                                        (10) 

Here, )(nT  is the time complexity of BCT, coml  is the length of the query command send by 
the reader, iprel .  is the prefix transmitted by the reader in cycle i , and irepl .  is the responding 
bits transmitted by the tags in  cycle i .  
   Though iprel .  and irepl .  are changed in different query-response cycle, they are exactly the 
two different parts of the tag ID. Hence,   

irepipreID lll .. += ,                                                      (11) 

here, IDl is the length of tag ID.  
  Therefore, equation (10) can be rewritten as  

))(1(
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1
.
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1
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repIDcom
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llln
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llllnC
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   ,                                       (12) 

here， repl  is the average value of irepl . .  
And so, the average communication complexity of BCT is 
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According to statistical probability, repl  could be replaced with IDl2
1 . And so,  
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4.4 Identification Speed of BCT 
Generally, in traditional anti-collision protocols, the identification cycle is composed of two 
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sub-cycles: Q-cycle and R-cycle. In Q-cycle, the reader transmits query command with a 
prefix to inquire the tags. In R-cycle, the tags answer the reader’s query by transmitting their 
IDs. For convenient description and comparison, CT is selected as an example in this part 
because the cycles definition of QT and many other protocols are similar to those of CT. In 
BCT, the identification cycle is composed of three sub-cycles: Q-cycle, R0-cycle, and 
R1-cycle. Q-cycle is same with that of CT. In R0-cycle, the tags whose characteristic bit 
equals 0 answer the reader’s query. In R1-cycle, the tags whose characteristic bit equals 1 
answer the reader’s query.  

Assuming the length of Q-cycle, R-cycle, R0-cycle, and R1-cycle are represented by QL , 

RL , 0RL , and 1RL  respective, we have 

10 RRR LLL == .                                                               (16) 

And the length of the identification cycle in CT and BCT, say  CTL  and BCTL , are 

RQCT LLL +=                                                                   (17) 
and 

RQ

RRQBCT

LL
LLLL

2
10

+=

++=
                                                        (18) 

 
respectively. 

In RFID tag identification, the identification speed is the average number of tags identified 
per second by the identification protocol. So the identification speed of BCT, say BCTN , could 
be written as 

))2(*)1((
)*)((1

RQ

BCTavgBCT

LLnn
LnTN

+−=

=
                                             (19) 

here, )(nTavg  is the average time complexity of BCT as shown in equations (5). 
At the same time, from (19), the limitation of  BCTN  is 

)2(1lim Q RBCTn LLN +=∞→ .                                             (20) 

4.5 Stability of BCT 
As defined in [26], the stability of RFID tag identification protocol is the characteristic that the 
identification performance of the identification protocol is only decided by the number of tags 
to be identified, and the limitation of the average identification performance converges to a 
constant.  

If an anti-collision protocol for RFID tag identification is a stable protocol, many technical 
indicators or parameters could be estimated and controlled before tags (objects) are identified. 
This is very important for many RFID application systems, such as stream-line production, 
auto-control system, real-time data collection, and so on. 

From equations (4) and (5), the time complexity and the average time complexity of BCT 
are only dependent on the number of tags n ; and from (6), the average time complexity of 
BCT converges to 1, a constant. So, according to the definition of stability, the time 
complexity of BCT is stable. 

According to equations (7) and (8), the identification efficiency of BCT is only dependent 
on the number of tags also, and converges to 100%. That is the identification efficiency of 
BCT is stable. Furthermore, the identification efficiency of BCT is always above 100%, as 
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shown in equation (9). 
The communication complexity of BCT is dependent on the number of tags, and affects by 

coml , IDl , and  repl  as depicted in equations (12) and (13). But in a specific RFID system, both 

coml  and IDl  are constants. Though repl  is affected by the location of collision during tags 

identification and the distribution of tags IDs, repl  approaches to IDl2
1  according to the 

statistical probability. And so, the limitation of the average communication complexity of 
BCT converges to a constant also, as shown in equation (15). Therefore, the communication 
complexity of BCT is stable.  

As indicated in equations (19) and (20), the identification speed of BCT is stable also. This 
is because that the identification speed of BCT is only dependent on the number of tags n , 
and the limitation of identification speed of BCT is a constants, for both QL  and RL  are 
constants in a specific RFID system. 

5. Simulation and Results 
The performance of Collision Tree Protocol (CT) has been discussed in [25][26] compared to 
some classical anti-collision protocols such as QT, BT, BS, DBS, FSA, and DFSA. This 
section compares the performance of BCT to some new and similar tag identification 
protocols including that of Collision Tree Protocol (CT), M-ray Collision Tree Protocol (MCT) 
(m=4 in this paper), and Dual Prefix Probe Scheme (DPPS).  
    First of all, because there are 1, 2, 2, and 4 tags' response cycles or slots in each 
identification cycle of CT, BCT, DPPS, and MCT respectively, this section uses the 
normalized time complexity and normalized identification efficiency to compare and analyze 
the performance of them. The normalized time complexity of anti-collision protocol is the 
average response cycles required by the tags for one-tag identification. The normalized 
identification efficiency of anti-collision protocol is the ratio between the number of tags and 
the number of tags' response cycles during the tags identification. For example, if one query 
cycle in an anti-collision protocol is corresponding to k  response cycles, the average time 
complexity and identification efficiency of the protocol are normalized to )(avg nkT  and 

knE /)( . This normalization is just to make it easier to compare and understand, and not affect 
the tags identification process and the actual performance of the protocols. 

5.1 Simulation Settings 
For keeping the continuity of the research and making it easy to compare and understand the 
related protocols, this paper continues the similar simulation environment of that in papers 
[25][26]. 

Two necessary commands are used in the simulations. One is Query command (22 bits), 
which is used during RFID tags identification to start a query and transmit the parameters (like 
prefix or slots number) to the tags. The other one is ACK command (18 bits), which is used 
after a tag identified successfully to inform the identified tag to sleep and not to answer the 
following command. In actual RFID systems, the ACK command could be replaced by other 
commands, such as Read, Write, according to the requirement of the systems.     

Two scenarios, i.e., scenario S1 and scenario S2, are established in the simulations 
according to the distribution of tags IDs. In both scenarios, the tags IDs are composed with 96 
binary bits and the number of tags increase from 8 to 4096.  
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Scenario S1: uniform distribution, all tags IDs are generated randomly, and each ID have a 
unique value, i.e.,  none two tags have the same ID. 

Scenario S2: continuous distribution, all tag ID is generated by increasing 1 on the former 
one except the first one which is generated randomly. 
    At the same time, this paper assumes that the communication process between the reader 
and tags is based on ISO 18000-6 specification [17][28][39] as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, the 
reader’s query cycles (Q-cycle) last 800µs, and the tags’ response cycles (R-cycle, R0-cycle, 
and R1-cycle) last 3100µs. 

Reader

Tag

Request/Command

Preamble 
Detect

Header
Data
CRC

Tag Response

Preamble 
Detect Data CRC

Tag Response

Preamble 
Detect Data CRC 800µs

 3100µs
Request/Command

Preamble 
Detect

Header
Data
CRC

 800µs

 3100µs

 
Fig. 4. the communication process between the reader and tags. [39] 

5.2 Simulation Results 
The simulation results of CT, BCT, MCT, and DPPS in scenario S1 and S2 are illustrated in 
Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Fig. 5 includes the average time complexity, identification efficiency, 
and identification speed of them. Fig. 6 illustrates the communication complexity and energy 
consumption of them. Fig. 7 shows the effect of idle cycle on the identification performance of 
anti-collision protocol: MCT and DPPS. It is worth to note that CT and BCT are not presented 
in Fig. 7 because both of them have eliminated the idle cycle during RFID tag identification, 
i.e., no idle cycle exist in them. 

From Fig. 5(a), CT and BCT require less than 2 response cycles for one-tag identification in 
both scenario S1 and S2. And MCT requires average 2.39 and 2.13 response cycles in scenario 
S1 and S2 respectively, while average 2.36 and 2.20 response cycles are required by DPPS  to 
identify one tag. This is because BCT and CT eliminate  the idle cycle during tags 
identification, but MCT and DPPS increase the idle cycles in this process. 

Accordingly, the identification efficiency of CT and BCT are always above 50% , while that 
of MCT and DPPS are between 40% and 47% as shown in Fig. 5(b). At the same time, the 
performance of  MCT and DPPS in scenario S1 are lower than that in scenario S2, which 
means that much more idle cycles are appeared when tags IDs distribute uniformly (scenario 
S1), and the identification efficiency of MCT and DPPS are affected by the distribution of tags 
IDs. 

Fig. 5(c) is the identification speed of CT, BCT, MCT and DPPS. Obviously, BCT is the 
fastest tags identification protocol in both scenario S1 and S2. MCT is the second faster one 
when tags IDs are distributed continuously (scenario S2) because more query cycles are 
reduced by MCT in this situation. The identification speed of MCT and DPPS in scenario S1 
are even lower than that of CT because they increased many idle cycles during tags 
identification.  
    Fig. 5(d) shows the relative identification speed (%) of BCT, MCT and DPPS compared to 
that of CT in scenario S1 and S2. In both scenario S1 and S2, the identification speed of BCT 
is up to 112% of that of CT. The identification speed of MCT in  scenario S1 and S2 are 98% 
and 110% of that of CT respectively, while that of DPPS are 94% and 101% respectively. 
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                                         (a)                                                                              (b) 

  
                                         (c)                                                                              (d) 
Fig. 5. Performance of CT, BCT, MCT, and DPPS in scenario S1 and S2: (a) average time complexity, 
(b) identification efficiency (%), (c) identification speed, (d) relative identificaiton speed compared to 

that of CT (%). 
 

Frankly, the communication complexity of CT is the worst one among these protocols in 
both scenario S1 and S2 as shown in Fig. 6(a), which transmitted average about 455 bits for 
one tag identification. MCT is the best one in both scenario S1 and S2, only about 370 bits and 
285 bits are transmitted by the reader and tags. The communication complexity of BCT, MCT 
and DPPS in scenario S2 are better than that in scenario S1, because much fewer bits are 
transmitted by the tags of them in scenario S2 as shown in Fig. 6(c). 

Because the prefixes in scenario S2 (tags IDs are distributed continuously) are much longer 
than those in scenario S1 (tags IDs are distributed uniformly), i.e., more bits are transmitted by 
the reader in scenario S2, the reader communication complexity of CT, BCT, MCT and DPPS 
in scenario S2 are higher than that in scenario S1 as indicated in Fig. 6(b). Contrarily, the tag 
communication complexity of CT, BCT, MCT and DPPS in scenario S2 are much lower than 
that in scenario S1 as shown in Fig. 6(c). At the same time, when tags IDs are distributed 
continuously (scenario S2), tag communication complexity of these protocols are close to each 
other. 

The number of bits transmitted by the reader and tags represents the energy consumption of 
the RFID system for RFID tags identification [28]. The energy consumption of  CT, BCT, 
MCT and DPPS compared to that of CT are illustrated in Fig. 6(d). From the figure, the power 
consumption of BCT, MCT and DPPS are all lower than that of CT. MCT is the best protocol 
in energy consumption in both scenario S1 and S2, which needs fewer energy than other 
protocols particularly in scenario S2. The energy consumption of MCT are 84.5% and 64.7% 
of that of CT in scenario S1 and S2 respectively, while that of BCT are 93.2% and 74.3% of 
that of CT. 
    Although MCT is the best protocol in communication complexity and energy consumption, 
the identification efficiency and identification speed of it are not as good as its expectation as 
illustrated in Fig. 5. Only when tags IDs are distributed continuously, the identification speed 
of MCT is close to that of BCT. This is because MCT increases idle cycles during tags 
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identification, while decreasing the reader's queries. Essentially, it cannot ensure that all 
branches always have tags to respond the reader's query. The same things happened on DPPS 
also. 

 
(a)                                                                               (b) 

 
(c)                                                                              (d) 

Fig. 6. Performance of CT, BCT, MCT and DPPS in scenario S1 and S2: (a) communication complexity, 
(b) reader communication complexity, (c) tag communication complexity, (d) energy consumption 

compared to CT (%). 
 
Fig. 7 depicts the idle cycle and its impact on the performance of MCT and DPPS. Above 8.1% 
and 7.7% cycles in MCT and DPPS are idle cycle in scenario S1, and above 3.2% and 4.5% 
cycles are idle cycle in scenario S2 as shown in Fig. 7(a). Due to the idle cycles, MCT 
increases collisions 16.4% and 6.3% in scenario S1 and S2, and DPPS increases collisions 
15.2% and 9.6% as illustrated in Fig. 7(b). Accordingly, the identification efficiencies of MCT 
are decreased 19.5% and 6.7% in scenario S1 and S2 respectively, and those of DPPS are 
decreased 18.5% and 10.2% as shown in Fig. 7(c).  
    On that account, the idle cycle in anti-collision protocol is the most important factor except 
for tags splitting method, affecting the performance of RFID tags identification, increasing 
more collision, transmitted bits and power consumption, and decreasing the efficiency, speed  
of tags identification. The performance of BCT is so better thanks to it eliminates the idle cycle 
during tags identification. 
 

 
                                         (a)                                                                             (b)  
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(c) 

Fig. 7. Impact of the idle cycle on the performance of MCT, and DPPS in scenario S1 and S2: (a) 
percentage of idle cycles, (b) percentage of increased collision cycles, (c) percentage of decreased 

identificaiton efficiency. 

6. Conclusion 
RFID is the cornerstone of IOT, and will be applied increasingly in IOT enabled applications 
e.g., inventory item tracking and supply chain management. But collision occurred when 
multiple tags communicate with reader simultaneously. This paper presents a new response 
pattern for RFID tags identification called bi-response pattern, and an anti-collision protocol, 
i.e., BCT, to solve the tag collision during RFID tags identification, which increases the tag 
identification speed significantly while decreases the time complexity and communication 
complexity effectively, and gives a new foundation for the researching new RFID tags 
identification protocol, such as parallel tags identification protocol. For the response of the 
tags in BCT is only decided by the received prefix and not dependent on the historical queries 
of the reader, BCT belongs to the class of memoryless anti-collision protocol. BCT can be 
used in passive RFID system to solve tag collision problem. Furthermore, as a simple 
anti-collision protocol with high performance, BCT is very suitable to be applied in 
auto-control system, assembly line production, and massive data collection, logistics and 
warehouse management, and especially used for large-scale passive RFID tags identification. 
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